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POWERcut2
SWING BEAM SHEARS

The second generation RAS POWERcut2 swing beam 

shears deliver twist-free, high precision and burr-free 

cuts with maximum dimensional accuracy. They ensure 

optimal material utilization and enable an optimum 

workflow.

The sheet support system guides even thin materials exactly to the CNC backstop.

Simple and clear menus on the 15" touch 
monitor.

Cutting
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Deep finger pockets for best material utilization.Front stops (available also with a precision 
scale) allow an accurate part positioning.

The POWERcut2 swing  
beam shears cover a wide 
range of materials

After the cut, the sheet support system can 
move into four different part delivery positions. 
Down quietly and gently.

Small parts up to 200 x 500 mm can be delivered in a container in front of the machine.

Trim cuts fall into the large-volume scrap container. It can be pulled out of the machine  
to the side or to the rear.

Huge time saving as cut pieces can be  
returned to the operator.

 

POWERcut 2  RAS 86.33-2 RAS 86.43-2

CUTTING LENGTH MAX. 3190 mm 4040 mm

SHEET THICKNESS MAX. 6.3 mm 5.0 mm

GAUGING DEPTH 5–1000 (1500) mm 5–1000 (1500) mm
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RAS is proud to manufacture and distribute high-quality 

premium sheet metal fabrication products. Our expertise 

runs the gamut of developing groundbreaking solutions 

that help our customers achieve their goals.

At RAS, we firmly believe in the importance of first-class 

advice and expertise. Our mission statement is to treat 

each customer as if they were the only one, because 

we value each customer's individual needs and require-

ments.

What sets us apart at RAS is our commitment to setting 

the highest standards for our own business. We demand 

continuous excellence from ourselves and strive to exceed 

our customers’ expectations. With over 200 attractive 

and safe workplaces, we offer not only first-class prod-

ucts, but also a supportive working environment for our 

employees.

Our focus is on identifying and developing our strengths. 

At RAS, we understand that continuous improvement 

is the key to success. As a family business, we build 

on mutual trust, both within our company and in our 

relationship with customers and partners. We focus on 

maximum vertical integration and consistently high qual-

ity in all our products—in line with the “Made in Germany” 

label.

The company

About us

RAS REINHARDT MASCHINENBAU
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Mutual trust, maximum  
vertical integration and  
consistently high quality
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RAS Reinhardt Maschinenbau GmbH

Richard-Wagner-Straße 4�–10

71065 Sindelfingen

Fon: + 49-7031-863-0

info@ras-online.de
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